UNIFLOW PRODUCTS GUIDE - MADE IN JAPAN -

SWING DOOR

Self-closing swing door

It opens with a light touch of a finger, and closes automatically and slowly, allowing the
door to always center itself quietly without bouncing. Its exceptional durability and
functionality makes it a perfect applications in harsh conditions.
Suitable for supermarket, convenience store and restaurant.

JETTER

Pipeless roll-up door

The sheet reverses and ascends as soon as the descending sheet is in contact with
an object or a person, reducing the impact. Furthermore, even if the sheet comes off
from the rail, it automatically recovers to operate properly. Ideal for food process
factory, high technology plants and stores. Indoor use is recommended.

SLIDING DOOR
The door opens with light touch and closes automatically after passing through. As
the pneumatic break works just before it completely closes, it closes safely with no
rebound. It gives you a smooth passing as the door is a hanger type without rail nor
groove on the floor. Ideal for health-care facilities such as hospital, home for elderly,
or disabled toilet.

SMOOTHER

High-speed automatic roll-up door with pipe

Smoother is HACCP compliant, suitable for factories and warehouses where vehicles
and people enter/exit frequently. This highly wind-resistant, high-speed sheet shutter
minimizes air leak as well as impact of wind, entry of dust, and insects by its speedy
opening and closing motions, this also makes it ecological as temperature change is also
kept minimized. Safety is also excellent as its motions are entirely controlled autonmatically using sensors.

SLIT CURTAIN
As this is made of PVC, you can easily pass through and it is cost effective. It is perfectly
dustproof and insect proof as well as a great sound and thermal insulation. As the curtain
is transparent, the lighting to indoor is excellent , contributing to prevention of accidents.

NIGHT COVER
MINI SWING DOOR -P type-

Night cover for open chilled showcase

After closing the shop, this cover is used to cover the open part of chilled showcase. The
operation is very simple, this prevents leak of cold air and saves electricity by improving
thermal efficiency. This is useful to stabilize the internal temperature and to keep
freshness of stored merchandise. Easy installation with magnet.

Materialized smart form by integrating the designs
of doors and hinges.
Automatic closing counter doors combined with light weight and strength.

SUPER SWING DOOR
Durable design that is resistant against impact of folklift trucks.
Suitable to entrances of plants or refrigerated warehouses.
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